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PART 1: MARKETING PROBLEM 

Kraft’s recent acquisition of Cadbury poses a major marketing issue as Kraft looks to immigrate some of the 

UK based confectioners’ products into the U.S. market to improve its market share.  Over the past few months there 

have been several strong, harsh attempts by both Kraft and Hershey to acquire Cadbury which has caused negative 

publicity and protests by loyal Cadbury fans. Bringing Cadbury and its brands into the U.S. while maintaining the 

company’s presence overseas will need to be done carefully to preserve the global brand and its image. Aside from 

making Kraft the world’s largest confectioner, Cadbury will give Kraft strength through vast product expansion (for 

instance in the chewing-gum market in which Cadbury currently has a stronghold).  Should Kraft bring in and actively 

market other Cadbury products such as its chocolate bars and various novelty candies, the company will undoubtedly 

face intense competition from major U.S. brands such as Hershey, Mars and Nestle. Some of the marketing 

problems that will need to be addressed are: 

• How Cadbury will compete with other brands in the market given that consumers are used to and typically 

associate with American brands. 

• Which segment of the market to appeal to as well as what kind of image Cadbury should portray in the US market 

(such as one of Celebration & Joy, Everyday Chocolate, Indulgence and so on) 

• How Cadbury products will be advertised and what kinds of promotions will be used to build brand recognition  

• How to prevent cannibalization of Kraft’s current brands, for instance its Swiss Milka Chocolate 

Although many marketing issues exist, we have chosen to focus on how Kraft should introduce Cadbury products 

into the U.S. marketplace. 

Recent Health Issues  

Consumers have recently become more health conscious, which could pose a major challenge for Kraft 

when bringing in more Cadbury products (or trying to improve the market share of its existing products). When going 

through the problem recognition stage, consumers often notice a discrepancy between their actual and ideal states. 

Additionally, consumers often believe they weigh more than they should and would ideally like to be more fit. By 

advertising how Cadbury products would help them achieve their ideal states, Kraft would be able to successfully 

appeal to this health-conscious market. Products like Green & Black's Organic Chocolate and Bournvita (a healthy 

chocolate to be mixed into beverages like milk) have high potential for success as they have nutritional benefit and 

could be popular with health-conscious consumers and children. 
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Western Values 

In introducing Cadbury products into the United States, the company must be mindful and aware of key 

Western values: Materialism, Home, Work and Play, Individualism, Family and Children, Health, Hedonism, Youth, 

Authenticity, Environment, and Technology.  More specifically, in paying attention to values like Health and 

Authenticity, Cadbury maybe be able to position their offerings so that Americans will form positive consumer 

attitudes towards their products.  The hope is that this will ultimately increase adoption rates of their new offerings.   

PART 2: CONSUMER BEHAVIOR ISSUES 

In the following section we will touch on each of the following consumer behavior issues:  

• Brand recognition in a competitive marketplace 

• Changing knowledge content and knowledge structure of existing brands and products 

• Potential miscategorization of new offerings 

• Achieving and maintaining positive consumer attitudes relative to new products 

• Understanding how consumers use certain cognitive decision making models when making their purchases 

The marketplace for chocolate in the United States is quite competitive and debatably saturated.  What 

makes this industry harder to navigate for both producers and consumers is a lack of a distinct chocolate prototype; 

many consumers prefer different brands and product lines for the different hedonic needs or memory-laden 

experiences they may hold.  In fact, although we would classify chocolate as being a super ordinate level of a 

taxonomic hierarchy of candy or food, once we begin to analyze finer discriminations among chocolates we see that 

basic and subordinate levels of categorization become quite complex and differentiated.  So many chocolate 

products exist in such specificity and distinction that a true multitude of subordinate levels exist, which are related 

only at their core.  The intense competition and distinction between chocolate products makes the market hard to 

enter and market share harder to gain.  Consumers are the true dictators of their purchase patterns in this realm. 

Each particular chocolate company that we have examined – Kraft (Cadbury), Godiva, Nestle, Mars, 

Ghiradelli, and Lindt – have their own unique brand image and brand personality.  Cadbury, having little exposure 

and reach within the United States to date, now faces a challenge in gaining market share in such a competitive 

environment. Establishing a unique brand image and personality will be key to the brand’s overall success in 

releasing new products into the U.S. marketplace.  We believe that Cadbury’s current brand image could be rather 

negative and potentially dangerous if used to introduce its popular foreign candy products into the U.S.  A general 

perception of the British is that they are stern and uptight, a stereotypic image that could be fatal for the British-based 

candy company to have to combat.  In considering consumer attitudes relative to products and brands, any brand 
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that has a negative image may be cast out of the consideration set and placed into an inept set. This would have 

terrible implications for the brand itself and thus Cadbury must do all in its power to avoid this.   

From our general research we have found that most U.S.-born consumers eat chocolate to fulfill their 

hedonic, pleasure-seeking needs (i.e. - they indulge through eating chocolate).  We present the issue of whether or 

not a consumer will be willing to indulge in a product that is considered to be manufactured by a strict, uptight British 

company.  If we wish to position Cadbury products as “little joys to celebrate everyday successes” (which we do) this 

could pose an issue.  After much debate, we have decided to keep the Cadbury name attached to the various brands 

we have chosen to introduce into the United States.  We believe that another British stereotype of being aristocratic, 

authentic, and having a strong history has the ability to outweigh the staunch-like stereotype mentioned prior.  

Westerners value authenticity (among many other things) and we believe that in using this approach Cadbury will be 

able to mitigate the issue of potential miscategorization of its label while simultaneously increasing sales.  Through a 

combination of issuing novelty-like products with a rich history (like Freddo the Frog, see the next section for more 

information) we can capitalize on the authentic image of the British instead of its negative counterpart.  Additionally, 

in doing this we also hope to alter the knowledge content that consumers may already have regarding the Cadbury 

brand and its products.  We hope to cancel any negative stereotypical images associated with the British and instead 

use new advertising and a new product line to boost Cadbury’s image. 

Since the chocolate market is quite saturated, the Cadbury brand must truly differentiate itself from large 

competitors via product attributes or some others means of differentiation. It is our thought, however, that long-lived 

American brands like Hershey’s may be suffering from habituation whereby consumers pay little to attention their 

products as a result of seeing their mundane packaging on the shelf for so many years; their products no longer stick 

out.  Godiva is renowned for being a high-quality, special occasion chocolate meaning consumers purchase their 

products fairly infrequently, which poses an issue in itself for the company.  But nevertheless, these large companies 

do have a strong brand loyalty, which must be combated.  It is our hope that Cadbury may be able to capture the 

eyes of consumers simply by being a new player within the market.  

New player or not, categorization of the Cadbury line of products will be inherently important in ensuring that 

the newly released products capture the attention of consumers.  To combat this potential issue, we believe that it will 

be best to introduce Cadbury’s more “healthy” chocolate products such as Bournvita, Dairy Milk, and Green & Blacks 

Organic Chocolate into the United States to give Cadbury a distinctive image.  In doing this we hope that consumers 

will categorize Cadbury products as “healthy, wholesome chocolates” instead of just standard, habituated chocolate 

products.  By altering what consumers already know and think about our particular product offering, we can set 

Cadbury apart from its other competitors and avoid miscategorization.  To increase comprehension of the healthy 

product lines Cadbury can issue informative advertisements.  We will talk more about how the company can increase 

objective comprehension of marketing stimuli to ensure effective exposure later in this document.  
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We also recognize that many important characteristics of consumers' needs exist and must be considered to 

better understand the way in which these individuals fulfill of hedonic (or other types such as functional) needs. 

 Firstly, needs are dynamic - when a consumer "satisfies" a need it is only temporary.  This benefits Cadbury since 

consumers who purchase chocolate looking for "satisfaction" could potentially be frequent return users since once 

again, this gratification is only temporary.  Additionally, needs exist in a hierarchy meaning that some needs are more 

important than others.  What we found from a number of the individuals we interviewed is that chocolate consumption 

is viewed as a way to reduce stress temporarily.  Thus, chocolate could be a need that exists quite high in the 

hierarchy for some people who view stress or pressure as a mental blockade.  Thus, the reduction of that barrier 

becomes quite important and their need for stress-relief must be fulfilled to once again resume productivity. 

 Additionally, needs can be internally or externally aroused.  This fact has strong marketing implications.  For 

instance, if a consumer sees someone eating a chocolate bar, this may cause him or her to realize his or her hunger 

and thus seek a similar product to fulfill that desire.  Marketing is an important to way facilitate the external arousal of 

needs. Needs can also conflict with one another.  This is another important implication for Cadbury and other 

confectionary companies, since a common discrepancy between two needs is seen in the need to be healthy and the 

need for enjoyment or pleasurable experiences (which oftentimes is done through products like chocolate).  Thus, 

Cadbury must be mindful of the nutritional value of its products.  Additionally, their marketing efforts should either 

highlight the health of their products or draw attention to another, positive attribute of the product.  A good example of 

this can be seen in Cadbury's current slogan for its Dairy Milk chocolate: "A glass and a half of fresh liquid milk in 

every half pound".  Consumers in the United States will most likely be drawn to the metric in the slogan, "half pound," 

and may be reluctant to buy a product with such a large serving size, since our research has also shown us that 

some consumers feel guilty after eating too much or any chocolate at all.  Thus, Cadbury might want to change this 

slogan to say something like "A glass and a half of fresh liquid milk in every serving."  This would play down the guilt 

factor that may be experienced by consumers. Unfortunately, identifying needs is difficult since consumers are often 

unaware of them.  Thus, we have conducted research to better understand consumers' means-end value chain.  We 

will elaborate more on our consumer research in the following section. Nevertheless, we believe that in considering 

the characteristics of its consumers needs, Cadbury will be better suited to comprehend the implications of its 

marketing stimuli. 

Advertising will play a pivotal role in increasing the prominence of Cadbury products since chocolate 

purchases are often low-effort decisions.  More often than not, candy products are impulse purchases, which occur at 

the point of sale.  In knowing this, Cadbury can utilize the theory of Low-Effort Hierarchy of Effects to its advantage.  

This theory states that consumers become aware of a product, engage in a trial, form an attitude regarding the item, 

and then choose whether or not to adopt a particular product.  By heavily encouraging trial, Cadbury can introduce 

many consumers to the newly released products and encourage them to form a positive attitude towards them, which 

will ultimately increase adoption.  This is particularly important since consumers may only be familiar with seasonal 
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Cadbury products such as Cadbury Crème or Caramel Eggs.  If consumers perceive any type of risk with a purchase 

– be it a small financial risk, performance risk such as uncertainty regarding taste or quality – they will be less likely to 

try the new product.  In an attempt to combat this, Cadbury must encourage trial in an effort to increase adoption. 

Low-Effort Hierarchy of Effects 

 

It is important for Cadbury to understand the cognitive decision-making processes behind the purchases of 

its products.  Consumers are likely to engage in affective decision-making models whereby they base their chocolate 

purchases on feelings and emotions.  For instance, if a consumer is having a bad day he or she may indulge in a 

chocolate bar.  Here, advertising can be used to highlight the emotional highs of eating chocolate to prime 

consumers.  

Noncompensatory models are likely to be used when making small-scale chocolate purchases because 

these types of low-effort decisions require less cognitive effort.  Therefore, any negative information that may exist 

relative to the brand or product being considered can lead to rejection and the absence of purchase in favor of other 

brands or alternatives.  More research would be necessary to glean whether consumers are more likely to use 

conjunctive models (sets minimum cutoffs to reject “bad” options) or disjunctive models (sets acceptable cutoffs to 

find options that are “good”) (Hoyer, MacInnis, 2008).  This is incredibly pertinent to Cadbury since it will be 

competing with strong, established confectionary companies.  The company must ensure that its products rate highly 

in all attribute categories including price, quality, taste, and so on.  

Since these purchases will be made using low-effort, Cadbury’s advertising should also encourage 

consumers to take the peripheral route to persuasion instead of the central route since most customers are not likely 

to have a vested interest in the brand at this time.  By engaging consumers through various positive and attractive 

peripheral cues we can ensure that the attention of consumers is captured (at least in part) and that they are 

motivated to try this new brand, have the ability to try (based mostly on price) and the opportunity as well (focus 

mostly on product placement). Cadbury currently does this with their Gorilla and Eyebrow advertisements (see 

Appendix III: Current Commercials) where they emphasize novelty-esque peripheral cues to catch the attention of 

consumers. For these types of small purchases, consumers also engage in thin-slice judgments regarding new 

products and brands.  This lends once more to the theme that Cadbury products should not have any negative 

stigmas associated with them or else they may be cast out of the consideration set.  By understanding the motivation, 

ability, and opportunity of the respective consumer segments the company will be able to better promote and place 

items in reach of its target customers.  
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The overarching goal of introducing Cadbury’s product line into the United States is to avoid strictly 

situational involvement with chocolate (e.g. – celebrating a special occasion with a chocolate bar) and instead 

encourage a more enduring attachment or affective involvement regarding such products (e.g. – celebrating 

everyday joys with healthy, tasty, and authentic Cadbury chocolates).  In doing this, Cadbury will be able to create a 

strong brand loyalty among consumers.  This again is very important in such a competitive marketplace.  By 

distinguishing Cadbury’s chocolate products as functional innovations by way of their healthy nature, we believe that 

the company will be quite successful in introducing its new products into the U.S. market.   By making health a salient 

attribute, we can ensure Cadbury’s prominence regardless of whether consumers search by brand (familiar brands 

like Hershey’s or less familiar brands like Cadbury) or search by attribute (in this case the an attribute would be 

something like healthy) when making their purchase.  

PART 3: CONSUMER ANALYSIS 

Interview Research 

After analyzing the underlying marketing problems of Cadbury, we sought to better understand the higher, 

abstract feelings or values associated with chocolate consumption.  By delving deeper and attempting to identify the 

terminal values being sought by consumers throughout the duration of their decision making and purchasing 

processes, we believe that Cadbury will be able to better understand its consumers and thus tailor its marketing 

efforts to capture the values and experiences consumers are seeking. From our basic knowledge of the arguments 

put forth by Zaltman and Coulter in their Metaphor-Based Advertising Research paper from 1995, we interviewed 50 

people of varying demographics and asked them each to find a picture that represented chocolate and their particular 

feelings, experiences, and emotions regarding the product.  We chose this method since the paper posits that social 

and biological scientific research has undeniably found that thoughts occur as images.  Subsequently, we then 

following a method similar to the ZMET technique, whereby we interviewed consumers using the laddering technique 

to uncover higher-level values associated with chocolate.  Below, we have summarized our findings based on race 

demographics (we regret to inform you that we were not able interview a substantial number of African American or 

Hispanic consumers, however we do recognize the importance of these demographic groups; please see Appendix 

IV: Interview Results for a sample of our interviews).   
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Asian 

International US 

 View chocolate as a more romantic being: love,       

passion, seduction, comfort, happiness 

Has high regard for quality, origin of production 

  

Views chocolate as an indulgence, fattening, a craving, 

a familiar product, but it gives them happiness 

Willing to pay for quality chocolate-social status  

Likes variety so they can have choices, makes them 

feel like they have control and independent 

  

From our interviews of Asian consumers, we found that foreign Asian consumers view chocolate in a more 

romanticized view, whereas Asian-Americans see it as a practical indulgence. Foreign Asians are more likely to 

associate chocolate with love, passion and sexuality and will more likely consider the origin of production when 

choosing a chocolate. They believe that most foreign chocolates are of superior quality because foreign 

confectioners concentrate on individual chocolates whereas US brand chocolates concentrate more on feeding the 

masses. Asian-Americans view chocolate from a more practical perspective. To them, chocolate is an indulgence 

that gives hedonic pleasure but also has its consequences. Parallel to Western hedonic traits, they like variety and 

choices because it makes them feel like they have control and are independent. They are also willing to pay for 

quality chocolate because it reflects a 'high-class' image, thus making them more accepted in society. Almost all of 

the interviewees have heard of Cadbury chocolate, specifically Cadbury’s Crème Egg, but have not adamantly 

sought to purchase it. Out of all the interviewees, no one would choose Cadbury products if they saw it in a 

supermarket next to other chocolate products.  

In order to address these issues, Cadbury should market their chocolate as high in quality, nutritious and 

versatile. Cadbury should make the origins of their chocolate transparent to their consumers since most of their 

chocolate is made from abroad. This will give their products a higher quality image. Additionally, with the growth in 

the health wave, the chocolates should be marketed as necessary for a balanced diet. Finally, Cadbury products 

should be conveyed as fitting to anyone, at any mood, at any time. Focusing on giving their products a 'happy 

indulgence' image with further emphasizing its need as a treat after a hard day's work.  
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Indian 

International US 

International consumers associate chocolate with 

pleasure, home and comfort 

They also associate it with feeling satisfied  

They tend to gift chocolate more; know the Cadbury’s 

brands extremely well as they have grown up with them 

Consumers in the US tend to link chocolate more with 

big holidays 

They often associate chocolate with feeling better and 

are concerned about things like the type of milk used 

They know a couple products from the Cadbury’s 

portfolio but have not tried many 

The interviews with Indian people who are brought up in India and the US show many similarities and 

additionally, some significant differences. All consumers seem to emphasize hedonic pleasure and associate 

chocolate with happiness, satisfaction and fulfillment. Many also seem to enjoy some kind of additive to their 

chocolate (they tend to get sick of plain chocolate after a few bites and enjoy chocolate with nuts/fruit/nougat). 

Chocolate for both these types of consumers is also associated with social relations. They enjoy spreading joy by 

giving chocolate to others. The key differences are that Indians from India tend to associate chocolate with home and 

comfort. Many of them have grown up on Cadbury’s Chocolate and therefore relate to the Glass & a Half Full 

advertisements. Indian consumers from the US tend to link chocolate with big commercial holidays such as Easter, 

Valentine’s Day and Halloween. Some of these consumers also mentioned eating chocolate to feel better and the 

impact of chocolate on weight. 

Given the fact that almost every consumer emphasized hedonic pleasure, Cadbury could highlight 

happiness, indulgence and satisfaction in their advertisements. They could also play to consumers’ emotions in terms 

of feeling better! In addition, in terms of their product offering, they may want to consider variations to the Dairy Milk 

brand. The type of milk used will also be a concern since consumers are becoming more health conscious. In 

addition, by linking some products such as Freddo and Crème Eggs to holidays, they would be able to appeal to US 

consumers through the novelty and gift giving values.  

White 

International US 

Seem to associate chocolate with love and happiness; 

more through hedonic stimulation than anything else 

Seem to associate chocolate with temporary 

gratification or satisfaction and additionally, look for 

the hedonic pleasure associated with consuming 

chocolate itself 

Many also associate with childhood/family 

memories. 
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The interviews illustrate that Caucasian consumers seem to be divided into two major segments: one of 

which associates chocolate with temporary pleasure and the other which enjoys the memory-laden experiences 

brought forth by eating chocolate.  Marketing implications regarding both the hedonic, “blissful escape” and memory-

laden attachments to chocolate intuitively vary.  For the “hedonic” segment, Cadbury may wish to emphasize the joy 

and sensation that chocolate brings.  By highlighting chocolates ability to help individuals “escape” temporarily from 

their stress or everyday life, Cadbury will encourage a positive attitude to be formed around their product.  This may 

increase brand loyalty and thus, increase sales as well.  Alternatively, Cadbury could highlight personal consumer 

experiences or show family interactions to capture the eyes of the “memory” segment.  By helping consumers relive 

their personal experiences, Cadbury may increase sales as consumers look to replicate those memories.  In doing 

this, the company will also bolster a strong emotional attachment to their product.  By increasing brand loyalty, 

Cadbury can gain market share over close competitors whose products may be “old” or looked over.  International 

Caucasians tend to associate chocolate with love.  This is consistent with findings from our International Asian 

demographics as well.  Cadbury may look to maintain these love stereotypes associated with chocolate in their 

advertisements overseas and may highlight love in their U.S. advertisements to bolster sales from this international 

segment as well. 

Product 

In order to introduce Cadbury products into the U.S. marketplace and modify current placements in an 

attempt to increase market share, it is imperative for Kraft to strategically select and focus on certain products from 

the Cadbury portfolio. 

Current products in the U.S. market include a series of gums, two types of candy, Green & Black’s (Organic) 

Chocolate and cough & cold drops. Cadbury is doing well in the gum market as they are currently the second largest 

players in North America with a market share of 34%. The Halls brand of cough drops is also doing well with a 55% 

market share. However, Green & Black’s Organic Chocolate is not doing very well and needs to be repositioned and 

rebranded. 

In addition, in order to become a bigger player, it would be advantageous for Cadbury to leverage Kraft’s 

distribution networks to bring in more brands from the newly acquired confectionary's portfolio. Consumer research 

has shown that it would be beneficial to launch Cadbury’s Dairy Milk Chocolate, Bournvita, Crème Eggs and Freddo 

which all have a health or novelty value to them. 

Green & Black’s Organic Chocolate 

Green & Black’s is a high quality organic chocolate (the first ever), made with fair trade cocoa beans and 

natural processes that result in delicious, intensely flavored chocolate. It is readily available all over the U.S. 
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 However, due to the major lack of brand awareness, it has not been able to achieve record market share like other 

Cadbury products. 

There is an extremely fast growing market for healthy products and interviews have indicated that 

consumers are extremely conscious of their intake of products such as chocolate or candy (they are concerned about 

the negative impacts on health). By targeting young adults and adults (25 – 35 year olds) and repositioning the 

product as an organic and healthy chocolate, Green & Black’s would be able to increase market share in this 

category. 

By stressing the health benefits and outlining nutritional details, Kraft/Cadbury can create awareness 

through advertising and promotion. In addition, the fair trade concept can be used to create a positive image in 

consumers’ minds. It may also be beneficial to include a small Cadbury’s logo somewhere on the packaging since 

consumers know and trust this brand. 

Cadbury’s Dairy Milk Chocolate     

Although Hershey's acquired a license to sell Cadbury’s Dairy Milk Chocolate and Crème Eggs in 1988, with 

the recent acquisition of Cadbury’s by Kraft Foods, we have made the assumption that Kraft may buy the license 

back in order to prevent a conflict of interest and cannibalization of brands. Also, Cadbury’s Dairy Milk Chocolate is 

barely visible in the US market and Kraft’s goal would therefore be to improve presence and capture a large market 

share. 

Cadbury’s Dairy Milk Chocolate is a classic brand that has been a success worldwide. It is highly loved and 

has the potential to be extremely successful in the U.S. Given the trends towards more healthy consumption, it can 

be positioned as an everyday hedonic indulgence that is acceptable! The slogan “A glass and a half full,” suggests 

that it is relatively healthy. This brand would also be positioned away from the cheap chocolate market, which is 

currently highly saturated. It should be more premium and indulgent than Hershey’s but still affordable and once 

more, relatively healthy. The target market as in all other countries will range from children to adults. 

While buying something like chocolate is a fairly low-effort decision, differentiating the Cadbury Dairy Milk 

brand from other chocolates on the market (despite the fact that they are all likely to be under $5), will enable 

consumers to identify with the brand, which will eventually lead to purchase. This identification could come from the 

fact that consumers are looking for hedonic pleasure and therefore seek something that will take them to a higher 

level. By emphasizing the classic, rich texture and indulgent nature of Dairy Milk, Cadbury will be able to appeal to 

target consumers. 

Bournvita 

Bournvita is a malt chocolate drink that is extremely healthy for young children as it is filled with “vitamins 

and minerals.” It did extremely well in the United Kingdom and is currently doing very well in India and Nigeria. 
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Introducing this product would enable Kraft to tap into a new market segment – health drinks. While there are many 

healthy drinks on the market, very few are chocolate-flavored, appeal to children, and have a strong brand name 

behind them. 

This product could be positioned as a quick fix before school enabling busy mothers to give their children 

nutrition before they leave in the morning. The target market is 3 – 16 year olds and advertisements will be designed 

to appeal to mothers. Emphasizing children is likely to get parents’ attention and will therefore appeal to their 

emotional needs to provide for their children. Additionally, this once more highlights the importance of the Western 

value of family and children. 

Crème Eggs 

Crème Eggs have proven to be extremely successful in the United States. The strategy will be to continue to 

offer them only during Easter thereby creating novelty value. The target market will remain children and the product 

will be positioned as a fun way to celebrate Easter. 

Freddo 

Freddo is another component in the Cadbury Portfolio, which appeals specifically to children. It was 

originally an Australian chocolate, later acquired by Cadbury. It is a fun product that is likely to be successful when 

added to the U.S. Portfolio. There is currently a gap, since even after the acquisition, Kraft does not have any 

chocolate that appeals directly to children. Green & Black's and Cadbury Dairy Milk are targeted towards young 

adults and adults. By introducing Freddo, they could fill the gap.  

Not only will they be filling a gap in their internal portfolio, they will also be entering new market territory as 

well since there are not any companies which specifically target children. Hershey's, for example, has a wide variety 

of chocolate such as Reese's Pieces, Kisses, Milk Duds, etc. but none of these appeal directly to young children. 

Distribution 

Supermarkets 

Green & Black’s is currently sold through stores such as CVS, Giant Eagle, Walgreens, Whole Foods and 

Target. It would be beneficial for Kraft to continue to use these stores and their own distribution channels in order to 

place all the selected products on the market. Kraft products such as Kraft Cheese, Philadelphia Spreads, Oreos and 

Nabisco are offered in almost every Grocery Store across the United States. By leveraging these connections and 

putting Cadbury products in distribution centers such as the 800,000-square-foot center near Chicago, they will be 

able to rapidly place Cadbury products in the market. 
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Strategic Store-front Placements 

Cadbury retail stores will be placed in high traffic malls. The retail stores will have aesthetically pleasing 

décor to complement the luscious chocolates on display. Since Cadbury launching a variety of their chocolates into 

the US market, areas of the store will be dedicated to the image that the specific chocolate partakes. For example, 

Dairy Milk section will be decorated with images of milk and the ingredients that go into the Dairy Milk product. Their 

current slogan is, “a glass and a half of full cream milk in every half pound.” It focuses on the nutritious and natural 

aspect of chocolate and thus should be emphasized when designing that section of the store. Freddo, on the other 

hand, should be emphasizing it’s kid-friendly natures. Perhaps have Freddos stacked up in the shape of a frog. The 

retail stores will also have a center structure that features the candy of that month. For example, Cadbury’s Crème 

Eggs will be the featured chocolate product during the time of Easter. 

Promotion 

We live in a world where candy consumers are exposed to a plethora of promotions everyday. Promotions 

affect our decision making process and thus is an important factor for our Cadbury marketing plan. We plan to take 

several promotion initiatives with goals of revamping the image of the products and instilling hedonistic feelings 

towards Cadbury products. By creating a spunky personality with each and every one of Cadbury’s chocolates, 

Americans can better relate. 

Strategic Store-front Placements 

Salespeople working at strategic store-fronts will also carry the Cadbury image of being friendly and be from 

a variety of backgrounds. They have a uniform greeting of, “Hello! What chocolate do you belong to today?” This 

further emphasizes the fact that Cadbury has a variety of products fit for any mood that anyone is in. Cadbury 

chocolate is friendly and comfortable and can fit a variety of people. Sales people will also be at the front of stores 

handing out free samples of chocolate. From our market research, we found that people who are familiar with the 

taste of the chocolate will more likely buy it. Thus, having samples will increase the familiarity of the taste of Cadbury 

chocolate. 

Novelty Commercials 

Currently, Cadbury has many eccentric commercials (See appendix III for Cadbury Eyebrows) These 

uncommon commercials will stick out from all other conventional ads, however lacks the relevance appeal that other 

commercials have. For example, the Cadbury Eyebrows commercial displays an unfamiliar phenomenon that takes it 

too far. People may be disturbed by the eccentricity of the dancing eyebrows of the children. Cadbury should tone 

down their commercials and focus more on everyday situations; how Cadbury chocolate can change your mood and 

day over all. Again, emphasizing, “you deserve it!”  aspect of the chocolate. Exposing consumers to familiar 

situations will encourage people to imagine themselves in that position. 
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Additionally, during certain holidays Cadbury will issue more commercials related to the product of the 

month. For example, around Easter time, Cadbury’s Crème Eggs will be featured in most of their commercial airings. 

Sponsorship 

Cadbury should sponsor events that are targeted towards their target market. The events should be 

friendlier and catered more towards everyday people. For example, sponsoring MTV’s Video Music Awards to tackle 

teens, Wimbledon, to connect with the adult crowd and Nickelodeon’s Kids’ Choice Award to cater to the younger 

crowd.  Olympics are also another great outlet for Cadbury to sponsor and built brand equity. Olympics is an 

international phenomenon which is in line with Cadbury’s chocolate products. 

Print Advertisements 

Cadbury should also reach out to their target audience via print ads. Magazines and newspapers are 

prominent ways. The print ads should grab the audience’s attention, speak their language, and communicate a 

distinguished message, ultimately inspiring them to take action. The layout for Cadbury should be simple with short 

and powerful; headlines to emphasize the “You deserve it!” message that Cadbury carries. The print ads should be 

featured in popular magazines and newspapers; Time, People, Better Homes, Entertainment. 

Internet 

Internet is also another very important way to capture target audience’s attention. Internet nowadays is 

almost everyone’s go-to resource when they are unfamiliar with a product. Cadbury must utilize search engine 

optimization and social media in order to keep up with today’s trends, especially with young adults. Generation Y and 

X basically grew up with Internet, thus they are prominent targets in this area.  Many people are affected by social 

influence because consumers trust their friends and are more likely to purchase a product if their friends like or use it. 

Creating Facebook ads, fan pages, Twitter, Cadbury can gain access to millions of young adults all over the U.S. and 

international countries. 

Additionally, needs to update their current U.S. website to be catered more towards U.S. hedonic needs. 

Making it fun and interactive will further stir up buzz about Cadbury products and will attract consumers to the page.  

Cadbury should also have an online ordering application on their website which gives consumers an additional 

platform to gain access to Cadbury chocolate. 

Pricing  

Pricing for Cadbury chocolates will range depending on the brand image, country of production, and target 

audience. Since people purchase candy with low-effort, many of them will be using non-compensatory models to 

make their purchase decision. Thus, it is important for Cadbury to be priced competitive with all their products. There 

should not be any attribute that shines Cadbury in a bad light.  
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Dairy Milk 

Dairy Milk emphasizes its unique characteristic of having a glass and a half of fresh milk in every serving of 

chocolate. Thus, its nutritious, smooth texture will surely be an upcoming market leader. It should be priced around a 

Hershey bar to make it price competitive ($0.80-$1.25). 

Bourn-vita 

Bourn-vita is comparable to Ovaltine; a nutritious, tasty malt drink targeted to mothers who want their 

children to grow up strong and healthy. The price of Bourn-vita should be priced $6.00-$7.00, which is similar to that 

of Ovaltine's. 

Crème Eggs 

The Cadbury Crème Eggs are already a hit in the US since there are not many distinguished crème filled 

eggs other than Cadbury’s. This product is distinctive and fun, therefore it should be priced around the same as it is 

priced now, $1.30-$1.50 to maintain the image and brand that it has already established in the US. 

Green & Black’s 

Green and Black’s chocolate is an organic chocolate and thus has a high-quality presence in the market. It 

is currently priced at around $3.50, which is substantially above that of the market leader in organic chocolate, 

Dagoba Organic Chocolate. In order to be price competitive, Cadbury should price Green & Black's at $2.50-$3.00 

per bar. The bar will still maintain its premium quality and nutritious nature. 

Freddo 

Freddo is Australia’s number one chocolate frog. It is fun and exciting to uplift any moment. It has a unique 

and engaging shape, which makes it very popular with kids. It should be priced relatively cheap in order to capture 

the adolescent audience. Perhaps below Hershey bars, around $0.50-$0.75. 

!
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APPENDIX 

Appendix I: Current Products 

Gum 

  

 

Candy 

  

 

Chocolate 
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Cough & Cold 

 

  

 

Appendix II: Product Descriptions                  

Dairy Milk 

 

“A glass and a half of fresh liquid milk in every half pound” 

Dairy Milk was first introduced in the early 1900s and made an immediate impact quickly. It has a smooth texture with 
a uniquely creamy taste. As an international brand, Dairy Milk carries the same distinctive image all over the world. 
They have the famous slogan “glass and half of fresh liquid milk in every half pound.” 

Glass and a Half Full Productions 

This sector was launched in 1007 and received a Cannes Lions International Advertising Award for it’s famous Gorilla 
commercial. 

Bourn-Vita 

 

Bourn-Vita was launched in the UK in 1932, and then launched in India in 1948. In 1960, it was launched in Nigeria. 
By that time, it was no longer produced for the UK market, but strengthened the sales in India and Nigeria. Bournvita 
is a coca based food drink beverage that you mix with water and/or milk to make a hot or cold chocolaty drink. It is 
full of vitamins and minerals that help children grow strong and healthy. The Brand’s major targets are growing 
children aged between 2-14 years 
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Crème Eggs 

 

“Here today, goo tomorrow” 

Cadbury Crème Eggs were first introduced in 1923, but the brand we known & love today was not launched until 
1971. With a chocolate shell, fondant, goo crème yolk, it has a distinctive & humorous advertising scheme of ‘How do 
you eat yours.’ Cadbury Crème Egg is available from New Year’s Day to Easter Day. 

Green & Black’s 

 

Since 1991, Green & Black’s has combined sustainable organic farming practices with high cocoa chocolate. The 
name was chosen to illustrate the blend of ethics and intense taste. Green representing the sustainable and organic 
principles employed, and black representing the color of the original dark 70% chocolate bar and the intense taste of 
all the chocolate. It was one of the pioneers of the ethical foods movement and thus was awarded the Fairtrade mark 
for ethical trading in the UK. 
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Freddo 

  

 

Freddo is known as Australia’s number one chocolate frog. Everyday Freddo uplifts and enhances people’s lives by 
adding fun and excitement to their special moments. This fun and exciting character, boasts a unique and engaging 
shape and the smooth creamy taste of Cadbury Dairy Milk milk chocolate that make him a huge winner with people 
of all generations. 
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Appendix III: Current Commercials 

Cadbury Eyebrows 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TVblWq3tDwY&feature=related 

 
Cadbury Gorilla 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wy52yueBX_s 
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Appendix IV: Interview Results 

We conducted about 50 interviews to gain a better perspective on what young adults, males and females, ages 19-
23, all ethnicities feel about chocolate and Cadbury in general. We employed laddering technique to find the ultimate 
abstract feeling that chocolate evokes.  Below is a sample of the results we obtained. 

Shing Yan Lau-21 year old Asian male 

 

- Believes chocolate is associated with seduction and passion 

- Seduction is a powerful human emotion that transcends you into a karma of pleasure 

-Passion is important to him because if you work all the time, then it makes a dull boy 

-Has heard of Cadbury but never eaten it 

-Prefers rich dark chocolate because it’s natural 

-If he had to pick on brand of chocolate to eat, he would pick Kinder because it was what he grew up with; it’s 
something familiar and comforting; reminds him of home and childhood days 

-Hates American confectionary 

-Foreign brands to him is equivalent to high quality 

-Analysis: Shing concentrated on the more romanticized feelings that he gets from eating chocolate 

 

Chris Chien-22 year old Asian-American male 
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-Chocolate is luxurious and desirable 

-You want it but you don’t necessarily need it 

-It is sensual, seductive, captures a lot of people’s attention 

-Chocolate is like gold is good at little doses-too much greed, just like chocolate 

-It is like human desire for material goods 

-Chocolate represents a sin, kind of like Adam’s apple; it’s tempting, delicious 

-It is not necessarily bad, it’s kind of like giving yourself pleasure; satisfy need 

-Desire makes you crave you more things 

-Never heard of Cadbury 

-Prefers Godiva 

-Analysis: Chocolate is good in small doses, over eating means bad news  

 

Min Kim-20 year old Asian-American male 

 

-Chocolate brings joy to people, but it has its consequences in terms of health and weight 

-Increases in weight gain make you less attractive 

-Likes variety in chocolates, especially when there’s a filling inside; there’s a mystery involved in chocolates 

-Has eaten Cadbury Crème Egg before, liked it because it has a filling 

-Prefers Hershey’s Symphony chocolate because it combines chocolate with other ingredients 

-Symphony reminds him of his family because it’s his brother’s favorite chocolate 

-It is also not as common as other chocolate bars; should get it when given the opportunity 

-Analysis: chocolate has its pros and cons; eating chocolate makes him feel fat but satisfied 
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Shweta Suresh- 21 year old Indian female 

  

 

-Thinks of chocolate as an indulgence 

-Associates it with strawberries because she loves chocolate covered strawberries 

-Integrated into routine when on holiday: watch TV after dinner and eat chocolate while on the couch 

-Likes chocolate because it tastes good and leads to a feeling of happiness 

-Happiness leads to satisfaction: chocolate fulfills hedonic desires 

-Happiness from chocolate can also be shared through giving gifts of chocolate 

-Enjoys the Cadbury’s Crackle Brand 

-Likes chocolate with nuts or nougat or orange flavor (plain chocolate too sweet after a couple of bites) 

-Analysis: Chocolate leads to a feeling of comfort and fulfillment, spreads joy 

 

Eshna Bhaduri – 22 year old Indian American female 

 

 

-Chocolate represents fun and happiness 

-Reminds her of holidays such as Easter, Halloween and Valentine’s Day 

-Also associated with teddy bears and stuffed animals chocolate and teddy bears often come as gifts together 
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-Eat it as a snack when craving something sweet 

-Creates happiness because of chemical endorphins sent to the brain 

-Eats chocolate to feel better when sad 

-Sweet indulgence gives pleasure, which leads to happiness 

-However, a concern is that chocolate leads to extra fat 

-Enjoys chocolates such as Toblerone 

-Analysis: Associates chocolate with holidays and fun times, eats it to feel better, conscious of health 

  

Anjana Tayi-20 year old Indian American female 

  

 

 (Satin) 

-Associates chocolate with silky, rich indulgence 

-Often eats chocolate when stressed, without even realizing it 

-Sometimes when craving for chocolate 

-This leads to a happier feeling 

-Eats chocolates such as Hershey’s and Lindt (Hershey’s because it is available everywhere, and Lindt because the 
balls have a crème filling which is enjoyable 

-Analysis: Eats chocolate to feel better and to indulge 
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Chris DeFrancesco - 20 year old Caucasian-American male  

 

 

 

- Picture represents both fun and humor 

- Eats chocolate because it tastes good 

- Taste is important because it’s easy gratification 

- After a tough day it makes you feel better, at least temporarily 

- Feeling better is important because you need to be able to be productive 

- Productivity is important because at CMU, everything’s a competition 

- Being the best is important because it means you will be successful 

- Success is important because you want to be able to take care of a family 

- Family is important because without family, you are nothing 

- You’re nothing without family because you’ve got nothing without love 

- Love makes life worth living 

- Analysis: chocolate is a means to satisfaction and temporary gratification, associated with values of family and love, 
too 
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Sarah Gorman - 19 year old Caucasian-American female 

 

 

 

- “Chocolate is like treating yourself to something luxurious…because you never need chocolate…and I see it as like 
an indulgence or a luxury.  Chocolate is like the same thing as getting a massage…its relaxing, comforting, and 
enjoyable…and even like sensual In a lot of ways which sounds weird but its true” 

-While she eats chocolate she feels relaxed and satisfied, it’s like an escape but then you feel guilty because you 
know it was excessive 

-Important to have a way to relax and escape from day to day stress or else you’ll go crazy 

-Escaping is important just because otherwise you’ll be too overwhelmed with all of the stress of your life to deal with 
it properly, you need time to clear your mind 

-Analysis: chocolate has functional and hedonic values – helps to get her back on track and soothe her mind 
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Appendix V: Perceptual Map 
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Appendix VI: Relevant Articles 

 

 

Three weeks after a $17 billion bid by food giant Kraft — expected to be detailed in offer documents circulated 
among shareholders from Friday — the tussle to take over tasty British confectioner Cadbury shows no signs of 
melting. In rejecting Kraft's hostile offer last month, Cadbury labeled it "derisory." Now U.S. rival Hershey has said it's 
mulling a bid of its own while Italy's Ferrero has also expressed an interest in gobbling Britain's favorite chocolate 
maker. While some doubt those companies' ability to come up with the money for such a big target, there are no 
such worries with Nestlé, the Swiss food behemoth who is also said to be contemplating an offer. 

 

What's so great about Cadbury? The world's second-largest chocolate company would give Kraft and Ferrero muscle 
in markets where they are weak. Hershey, meantime, already knows what it's like to team up with the Brits; it's 
owned the license to the Cadbury brand in the U.S. for years. Like Nestlé, it would probably rather not stand by and 
watch a combined Cadbury-Kraft become the most powerful chocolate maker in the galaxy.  

 

Until now, the merits of the potential bids have all come down to numbers and finances and markets. But analysts 
and shareholders may have been ignoring the obvious as they ponder which company might get to swallow Cadbury 
whole. Thankfully, TIME has come up with a fail-safe measure of judging possible dueling bids: the taste of the rival 
companies' products. 

 

Applying cutting-edge science, TIME set out to determine which manufacturer's chocolates boast the brightest 
commercial prospects and the greatest potential for in-mouth mash-ups. Handpicked and blindfolded, our tasters 
came from countries representing a third of the global chocolate market. The group of six was also split evenly 
between men and women and between the U.S. and the U.K. (One of the male tasters boasts dual nationality but 
was deemed British by virtue of his having eaten most of his chocolate here.) 

The task was simple. Tasters sampled a range of chocolates made by Cadbury, Hershey's, Kraft, Nestlé and Ferrero 
and were then asked to pick a winner in each of four categories. The candies were also put through a separate test 
to measure how much they might stick together when transported for long distances in my pocket, conditions 
accurately recreated by placing the chocolates under a desk lamp for a few hours. It was important to ensure that 
everyone received the same-sized portion of each chocolate, a rule I altered only after people left my office feeling 
sick.  

 

The results were definitive. Illinois-based Kraft's Swiss Milka brand triumphed in the big bar — chocolate makers call 
them "tablets" — category, owing mainly, to go by the comments of the six tasters, to its being neither British nor 
American. Or as Louise Thomas of The Chocolate Consultant in London put it, when I called her for an independent 
professional view: "The Swiss like their [chocolate] milky and creamy." 

 

In the next section — popular chocolates shaped like triangles or trapezoids — the Kit Kat from Nestlé just beat out 
Hershey's Kisses, an entrant at a slight disadvantage because voters had to imagine how they tasted after the local 
convenience store sold out of them. (That may have been for the best: TIME's test generated a deluge of opinions 
about where the best chocolate comes from. The bottom line on the Old World side of the Atlantic: big selling 
American chocolate is sour, powdery and generally inferior to European chocolate). 
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Still, that didn't stop Hershey's Reese's Pieces stealing the category for confectionary in the round. In the fourth and 
final group — filled chocolates — Fry's Peppermint Cream, part of the Cadbury family, comfortably beat all-comers.  

 

The takeover target's chocolates performed less impressively under the lamp, though. The standard Cadbury 
chocolate bar lost a mark for converting to liquid while Kraft's Toblerone picked up one for being able to withstand 
conditions similar to those inside the Hadron Collider. The triangle-shaped bar soon lost that point again, though, for 
stabbing the roof of my mouth when I ate it.  

 

The main lesson from the test: it's unlikely I'll ever again get to feed chocolate to a succession of blindfolded women. 
On the other hand, chocolate is sometimes best enjoyed without sharing. After all, the confectioner with the highest 
score was none other than Cadbury. Let that be a lesson to whichever firm does nab one of Britain's great icons: 
don't mess with a favorite. 

 

Find this article at: 
http://www.time.com/time/business/article/0,8599,1945496,00.html 
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Appendix VI: Sources 

 

"Who Should Buy Cadbury? The TIME Taste Test" 

http://www.time.com/time/business/article/0,8599,1945496,00.html 

 

Market Share Details 

http://www.cadbury.com/ourcompany/ourbusiness/ourbusinessunits/Pages/northamerica.aspx?TabIndex=1  

 

Green & Black’s 

http://www.greenandblacks.com/us/home.html  

 

Cadbury – Hershey License 

http://www.hersheys.com/products/details/cadbury.asp  

 

Bournvita 

http://www.cadbury.com/ourbrands/otherfavouritebrands/chocolate/Pages/Bournvita2.aspx  

 

Kraft Distribution 

http://www.environmentalleader.com/2008/05/27/kraft-distribution-center-tagged-as-leed-ci-gold-facility/ 

 

  

              


